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A Modal Approach to Hyper-Redundant 
Manipulator Kinematics 
Gregory S. Chirikjian and Joel W. Burdick 
Absfract- This paper presents novel and efficient kinematic 
modeling techniques for “hyper-redundant” robots. This 
approach is based on a “backbone curve” that captures 
the robot’s macroscopic geometric features. The inverse 
kinematic, or “hyper-redundancy resolution,” problem reduces 
to determining the time varying backbone curve behavior. To 
efficiently solve the inverse kinematics problem, we introduce 
a “modal” approach, in which a set of intrinsic backbone 
curve shape functions are restricted to a modal form. The 
singularities of the modal approach, modal non-degeneracy 
conditions, and modal switching are considered. For discretely 
segmented morphologies, we introduce “fitting” algorithms that 
determine the actuator displacements that cause the discrete 
manipulator to adhere to the backbone curve. These techniques 
are demonstrated with planar and spatial mechanism examples. 
They have also been implemented on a 30 degree-of-freedom 
robot prototype. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
E USE the word hyper-redundant to denote robot 
manipulators that have a large or infinite degree of 
kinematic redundancy. These robots are analogous in shape 
and operation to snakes, elephants’ trunks, or tentacles. Their 
highly articulated structures make them well suited for niche 
applications, such as inspection and operation in highly con- 
strained environments. Hyper-redundant robots can also be 
used to implement novel means of worm- or snake-like lo- 
comotion and tentacle-like grasping [3]. Fig. 1 shows a 30 
degree-of-freedom (DOF) planar robot constructed by the 
authors [ 5 ] ,  [7]. 
Hyper-redundant robots have previously been called 
“swan’s neck” [8], “tentacle” [9], [lo], “highly redundant” 
[ 1 11, “tensor-arm’’ [ 171, “elephant trunk” [ 121, “active cord” 
[13], [14], “snake-like” [15], and “spine” [16]. The term 
“hyper-redundant,’’ coined by the authors in [2], is used to 
describe this class of robotic systems. To our knowledge, the 
earliest hyper-redundant robot designs and implementations 
date to the late 1960’s [17]. Hirose and coworkers (see [13], 
[ 141, and references therein) have implemented a large number 
of working hyper-redundant systems. 
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Fig. I .  30 degree-of-freedom hyper-redundant robot. 
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Fig. 2. Different hyper-redundant robot morphologies. 
Hyper-redundant manipulators can be implemented in a 
variety of physical morphologies, including pneumatic bellows 
[ 181, a serial chain consisting of a large number of rigid links, 
a variable geometry truss [19], etc. [21], [22]. The possible 
morphologies can be roughly categorized into three main types 
(Fig. 2). In Fig. 2(a), a discrete morphology manipulator is 
shown, i.e., one with a large, but finite, number of rigid 
links. Fig. 2(b) shows a continuous morphology; i.e., one 
whose actuation is distributed over the robot’s length and 
whose shape is continuously deformable. Fig. 2(c) shows a 
variable geometry truss structure, or VGT, which is a cascade 
of parallel platforms. VGT’s are also a discrete morphology, 
but are representative of “modular” design approaches. These 
systems have some decidedly different characteristics from the 
morphologies of Fig. 2(a) (see Section VI). The robot in Fig. 
1 is a VGT design. 
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This paper presents new and efficient kinematic methods 
that are suitable for nearly all hyper-redundant robot mor- 
phologies. These methods are based on a backbone curve 
that captures the hyper-redundant robot’s important macro- 
scopic features. The inverse kinematic problem (or “hyper- 
redundancy resolution”) reduces to determining the proper 
time-varying backbone curve behavior. We introduce a hyper- 
redundancy resolution scheme that is based on the restriction 
of a set of intrinsic backbone curve shape functions to a 
“modal” form. This is an arbitrary, though quite useful, 
restriction, as it leads to efficient inverse kinematic solutions. 
Further, many hyper-redundant tasks, such as locomotion and 
grasped object reorientation, are well suited to the modal 
approach [2], [3]. This paper focuses on the basic backbone 
curve kinematic modeling method and the details of the modal 
hyper-redundancy resolution technique. In [4] we determine 
backbone curve shape based on a user-defined optimality 
criterion. 
“Fitting” algorithms are developed that allow the basic 
backbone curve analysis to be applied to different physical 
implementation morphologies. These techniques lead to very 
efficient inverse kinematic algorithms and form the foundation 
for efficient and novel obstacle avoidance [2], locomotion 
[3], and grasping schemes [3]. These methods have been 
implemented on the robot in Fig. 1, and are practically quite 
effective [5], 171. 
Section 111 establishes the backbone curve model and in- 
troduces related backbone curve parametrizations. Section IV 
introduces the modal hyper-redundancy resolution scheme. 
Section V analyses the algorithmic singularities associated 
with the modal approach, “degenerate” modes, and mode 
switching algorithms. Section VI describes the “fitting algo- 
rithms” needed to apply this method to discrete morphologies. 
11. RELATION TO PREVIOUS WORK 
Most redundancy resolution schemes are based on the ma- 
nipulator Jacobian pseudo-inverse [23], an extended Jacobian 
inverse [27], or an augmented inverse Jacobian [28]. However, 
these techniques are not suited to hyper-redundant robots for 
a number of practical reasons. The computational burden of 
the Jacobian pseudo-inverse becomes prohibitive for hyper- 
redundant robots, which may have hundreds of degrees of 
freedom. The augmented and extended Jacobian techniques are 
additionally impractical because an unreasonably large number 
of additional task constraints must be specified. Further, these 
Jacobian based techniques are only suitable for serial link 
morphologies, and not for continuous or VGT morphologies 
[Fig. 2(b) and (c)]. Finally, these approaches are not a suitable 
framework for implementing locomotion, tentacle-like grasp- 
ing, or other tasks that are not focused on the motion of 
the end-effector. The hyper-redundancy resolution algorithms 
developed in this paper are not based on a Jacobian matrix. 
Further, the framework is not only useful for motion planning, 
but also for analyzing and implementing locomotion and other 
task behaviors that are unique to hyper-redundant robots [ 2 ] ,  
P I .  
Other investigators have developed algorithms for VGT 
manipulators [ l l ] ,  [19]. In these works, a continuous curve 
model was used to describe the macroscopic truss geometry. 
However, a curve alone is not sufficient to uniquely describe a 
spatial manipulator configuration. We introduce a roll distribu- 
tion to overcome this problem. Second, unless the curve used 
to describe the manipulator is parameterized with physically 
meaningful variables, additional complex computations are 
required to specify actuator displacements and ensure that joint 
or stroke limits are not exceeded. Last, while [ l l ] ,  [19] deal 
exclusively with VGT manipulators, it is not clear how they 
would apply to other types of hyper-redundant morphologies. 
Other authors have proposed related ideas for strictly planar 
inextensible manipulators [9], [20]. Our method is general for 
both planar and spatial mechanisms, and can handle extensible 
manipulators, a novel feature not previously considered in the 
literature. 
111. HYPER-REDUNDANT ROBOT KINEMATICS: 
THE BACKBONE CURVE APPROACH 
We consider only hyper-redundant robot structures without 
macroscopic branches or closed loops. Small internal closed 
loops, such as those of the VGT in Fig. 2(c), can be accounted 
for in this method. 
Definition: A backbone curve is a piecewise continuous 
curve that captures the important macroscopic geometric fea- 
tures of a hyper-redundant robot. 
The backbone curve directly captures the geometry of 
continuous morphology robots, and is typically the robot cen- 
terline or spine. For discretely segmented robots, we assume 
that the robot is comprised of a sufficiently large number 
of segments, modules, or links so that the backbone curve 
nominally captures the robot geometry closely, though not 
exactly. A backbone curve is not sufficient to represent the mi- 
croscopic properties of spatial hyper-redundant manipulators. 
A complete representation also requires a reference frame at 
each backbone curve point. 
Definition: A backbone curve reference set consists of a 
backbone curve parametrization and an associated set of 
orthonormal frames. 
In this modeling paradigm, task planning reduces to de- 
termining the time varying backbone curve reference set 
geometry that satisfies task requirements, such as end-effector 
positioning, obstacle avoidance, or locomotion. The resulting 
backbone curve shape can be used directly to control the 
geometry of a continuous morphology robot. For discretely 
segmented manipulators, we apply “fitting algorithms” (Sec- 
tion VI). 
A. Parametrizations of the Backbone Curve 
We seek to parametrize the Cartesian location of backbone 
curve points in the form T ( s , t ) ,  where s is a parameter (not 
necessarily the classical arc-length parameter) that measures 
the distance along the backbone curve at time t. We further 
wish to parametrize the backbone curve in ways that can 
incorporate important physical properties and limitations of the 
robot structure. The classical geometry and computer graphics 
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literature provide several possible intrinsic and extrinsic back- 
bone curve parameterization schemes [24], [26]. We focus on 
intrinsic schemes, as they define shape with a minimal set of 
parameters and are invariant under change of reference frame. 
Extrinsic schemes, such as splines, can not easily incorporate 
important physical constraints, such as fixed robot length or 
bounded curvature. 
I)  Classical Geometry of Curves: In the classical Frenet- 
Serret Apparatus [24], inextensible spatial curves are modeled 
by a vector function $(L)  E R3. L is an arclength measure of 
distance along the backbone curve: I&/dLI = 1. For every 
curve satisfying ld2&/dL2 1 # 0, a unique Frenet-Serret frame 
can be assigned at each point L. The unit basis vectors of this 
frame are: 
- & 1 &(L) - 
u ( L )  = -; E(L)  = --. b(L) = U(L) x E ( L )  dL d L )  dL 
\ I  
( 1 )  
where U(L) ,  E(L) ,  and b(L)  are respectively termed the 
tangent, normal, and binormal vectors. K ( L )  is the curvature 
function of the backbone curve: 
d2%(L) . d2&(L) d ( L ) =  ~ ___ 
dL2 dL2 ‘ 
It can be shown 1241 that the curvature function and the torsion 
function: 
uniquely determine, up to rigid body displacement, the geom- 
etry of a fixed-length curve. 
While the Frenet-Serret system is physically intuitive and 
sometimes required for hyper-redundant robot analysis, is 
often not useful for practical applications. First, the Frenet- 
Serret frame is not defined when K = 0 (e.g., straight line 
segments). Second, the computation of &( L ) ,  given K ( L )  
and r ( L ) ,  requires the numerical solution of the following 
differential equation: 
KK - 2 ( K ‘ ) 2  K ’ T ’ )  +-  U’ 
K2 K r  
(4) 
where ’ indicates differentiation with respect to L. To over- 
come these limitations, we introduce a new parametrization 
that is useful for hyper-redundant backbone curves. 
B .  An Integral Representation 
as follows: 
Points of extensible spatial curves can also be parametrized 
5 ( s ,  t )  = l(a,  t)U(a, t)da ( 5 )  Ju” - 
- u(s .  t )  is the unit vector tangent to the curve at s. Unless 
otherwise specified, in this paper we use the convention: 
u(0, t )  = [O. 1. O I T .  I (s ,  t )  is a scaling factor that controls the - 
I 
Fig. 3. Definition of I < ( s . t ) . T ( s . f ) .  
~ 
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length of the curve tangent and assumes the general form: 
l ( s ,  t )  = 1 + E(S, t )  > 0 (6) 
e(s ,  t )  is the local extensibility of the manipulator at point s 
and time t .  c ( s ,  t )  > 0 indicates a local extension at s, while 
E ( S ,  t )  < 0 corresponds to local contraction. The arc-length of 
the backbone curve between points s1 and s2 is: 
L ( S 2 ,  t )  - L(s1, t )  = l; l(a, t)da. (7) 
The parametrization of (5) has the following interpretation. 
The backbone curve is “grown” from the base by propagating 
the curve forward along the tangent vector, which varies its 
direction according to E ( s , t )  and varies its magnitude (or 
“growth rate”) according to Z( s, t ) .  Any parametrization of 
spherical kinematics (such as Euler angles and quatemions) 
can be used to parameterize E ( s ,  t ) ,  and thus form the basis 
for a backbone curve representation scheme. Hereafter we use 
the following backbone curve representation: 
Z(a, t )  sin K ( a ,  t )  COS T(a ,  t)da 
l (a , t )  cos K ( a , t )  COS T(a,t)da 
The definitions of K ( s ,  t )  and T ( s ,  t )  are shown in Fig. 3. By 
convention, K ( 0 , t )  = T(0 , t )  = 0 is assumed. 
The kinematics of planar curves is a degenerate case of 
(8) with T ( s , t )  = OVs. To distinguish the planar case, 
we use the symbol O ( s , t )  instead of K ( s , t ) ,  where O(s, t )  
is the clockwise measured angle that the tangent to the 
planar curve makes with the %z-axis at time t. Note that 
~ ( s ,  t )  = ( l / l ( s , t ) )%’(s , t ) /as  in the planar case, and 
u ( s ,  t )  = [sin O ( s .  t ) ,  cos O(s, t ) lT.  - 
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Fig. 4. Backbone reference frame. 
The Frenet-Senet parametrization and this parametrization 
can be related as follows (where (.) represents a derivative 
with respect to s):  
1 
K2 = $+)2 + (k)2 cos2 T ]  
C .  Parametrization of the Backbone Curve Reference Frame 
A backbone reference frame at s has right-handed orthonor- 
mal basis vectors, {Zl,&,Z3}, and its origin coincides with 
point Z(s ,  t ) .  The set of backbone frames can be parametrized 
as: 
Q(s, t )  = (el(s, t)E2(s, t ) e 3 ( ~ ,  t ) )  E SO(3)  (10) 
where Q(0, t )  = I. There is much freedom in the assignment 
of backbone reference frames. A backbone curve parametnza- 
tion will typically have a set of frames naturally associated 
with it, as in the Frenet-Serret case. We call this frame the 
parametrization induced reference frame, or induced frame, 
and denote it by Q I R ( S ,  t ) .  For the parametrization of Fig. 3, 
we assign to every s the frame with whose orientation is de- 
scribed by (1 l) at the foot of this page, where QIR(O, t )  = I .  
The induced frame should not be confused with the backbone 
reference frame. It can differ from the backbone reference 
frame by an s-dependent twist about the backbone curve 
tangent, which arises as follows. 
The macroscopic geometry of spatial backbone curves can 
not be completely specified by the backbone curve alone. For 
example, Fig. 5 shows two spatial VGT's having the same 
backbone curves, but different twists about the backbone. 
Thus, a roll distribution, R ( s ,  t ) ,  is also required to completely 
specify a spatial hyper-redundant robot configuration. R(s,  t )  
measures how Q ( s , t )  twists about the backbone curve with 
(b) 
Fig. 5 .  Two different VGT's with the same backbone curve. 
respect to Q I R ( s , ~ )  is formally defined 
where Rot@, 4) is rotation about axis V by angle 4. R(0, t )  = 
0 is assumed. 
In summary, the backbone curve reference set, which 
consists of the backbone curve and associated set of 
orthonormal frames, is a function of a small set of shape 
functions. For example, a spatial backbone curve reference set 
can be completely described by four independent functions 
I (s ,  t ) ,  K ( s ,  t ) ,  T ( s ,  t ) ,  and R(s, t ) .  The choice of shape 
function basis is not unique, as Z(s, t ) ,  K ( S ,  t ) ,  T ( S ,  t ) ,  and 
R(s,  t )  can also parametrize a spatial backbone curve. Some 
parametrizations are most useful for insight, while others are 
most useful for efficient computation. 
(1 1) 
COS K ( s ,  t )  sin K ( s ,  t )  cos T ( s ,  t )  - sin K ( s ,  t )  sin T ( s ,  t )  
t )  cos K(s ,  t )  cos T ( s ,  t )  -cos K ( s ,  t )  sin T ( s ,  t )  
sin T ( s ,  t )  cos T ( s ,  t )  
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Iv. A MODAL APPROACH TO 
HYPER-REDUNDANCY RESOLUTION 
We define the inverse kinematic problem (or “hyper- 
redundancy resolution”) as the problem of finding a backbone 
curve reference set (or its equivalent shape functions) that 
satisfies task constraints. This paper mainly considers the 
constraint of end-effector positioning. There are generically 
an infinite number of solutions. Optimality criteria could 
be used to choose the curve that satisfies task constraints 
while optimizing additional criterion. We have pursued this 
approach in [4]. This section introduces a modal approach for 
computing hyper-redundant inverse kinematic solutions. This 
scheme is computationally efficient and well suited to many 
0.4 ’ 
hyper-redundant robot robot tasks. -0.1 
Fig. 6. Planar example. 
A .  The Modal Shape Function Method 
Let { & ( s ,  t ) }  for i E { 1,2 ,3 ,4}  denote the set of backbone where Jo( . )  is the 0th order Bessel function. (15) can be 
curve reference set shape functions. For example, SI ( s ,  t )  = symbolically inverted to solve for the “inverse kinematic” 
l ( s , t ) , & ( s , t )  = K ( s , t ) ; & ( S , t )  = T ( s , t ) , & ( s , t )  = solution (the modal participation factors for given (zeeryee) :  
R(s,  t ) .  In the modal approach, we restrict each & ( s ,  t )  to 
1/2 2 the form: a l ( t )  = f([Jtl[(z:e(t) + y,2e(t)) I1 
N s ,  - [Atan2(zee(t), ~ee(t))]~)’/~ 
si(sl t )  = a i j ( t )4 i j ( s )  (13) a z ( t )  = Atan2(ze,(t),yee(t)). (16) 
j=1 
J,,-l(.) is the “restricted inverse Bessel function of zero order, where the {d;j(s)} are mode functions, while the { a i j ( t ) }  
are modal participation factors. Ns, is the number of modes < * < p where 
distributed in the ith shape functions, CiNs, is the p 3’832 is the first local minimum Of The Plus and 
”’ and is defined as the inverse Of J o ( z )  for 
total number of modes. This number must equal or exceed 
the number of geometric constraints dictated by the task. In 
general, the number of modes is far less than the number of 
mechanical degrees of freedom in the mechanism. Hereafter 
minus sign distinguishes two possible “poses.” Other poses 
would exist if other intervals of the argument were permitted 
in computing the inverse Of J O ( z ) .  
Fig. 6(a) illustrates this solution when the desired end- 
Y 
we denote the set of modal participation factors by the vector 
a. The {dz,} are predetermined functions chosen by the robot 
programmer (see Section V for restrictions in choosing the 
{ d L J } ) .  Consequently, for a given set of modes, the backbone 
curve shape is determined solely by the {azJ} .  Thus, the 
inverse kinematic problem reduces to the search for the proper 
{ aZ3 } that satisfy the task constraints. Several examples will 
illustrate the method and its generality. 
First consider an inextensible planar backbone curve, which 
is uniquely defined by the single shape function O(s) [or 
equivalently, ~ ( s ) ] .  @ ( s ,  t )  is restricted to the form: O(s. t )  = 
C z l  a ,  ( t)4z ( s ) .  For some mode choices, closed form inverse 
kinematic solutions can be found. For example, consider the 
following choice of modes for No = 2 (a planar task where 
only the end-effector position is of concern): 
- 
41(s) = sin 27rs; 42(s) = 1 - cos 27rs. (14) 
Substituting these two modes into (13) and then into (8) and 
evaluating at s = 1, it can be shown, using identities in [25], 
that the “forward” kinematic equations reduce to: 
effector location is ( zeeryee )  = (0.35,0.24) and the “+ ” 
pose is chosen. The corresponding modal participation factors 
are a1 = 1.3416 and a2 = 0.9505. Fig. 6(b) shows another 
example with (zee,yee) = (-0.3.0.6) and the choice of the 
“-” pose: a1 = -1.1075, a2 = -0.4636. Other closed form 
solutions for planar inextensible backbone curves can be found 
in [6]. 
When the planar backbone curve is extensible, it can be 
parametrized by the two shape functions Z(s , t )  and O(s, t ) ,  
which we restrict to the modal form: 
NB 
@(s, t )  = az(t)4z(s) 
l ( s ,  t )  = q z + n e }  ( t ) d { z + N ~ } ( S ) .  (17) 
An entire class of closed form forward and inverse kinematic 
solutions that employs both extension and bending modes can 
be defined as follows. Consider, for No = Nl = 1, the bending 
and extension modes: 
z = 1  
NI 
2 2 1  
y,,(t) = xZ(1,t) = x2 tipposition where ~ ( s )  is a strictly increasing function (v’(s) > 0 for 
all s E [0,1]) with v(0) = 0 and v(1) = 1. The forward = cos(a2(t))Jo[(n:(t) + ai(t))1/2] (15) 
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The inverse kinematic solution is: 
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Examples of this class of modes are shown in Fig. 7, where 
( x e e ,  ye,) = (0.5,0.5). In Fig. 7(a), v(s) = s, and in Fig. 7(b) 
v ( s )  = 2/3(1/2s2+s).  For both choices of v(s), the backbone 
curve will be a circular arc, with modal participation factors 
al = 1.5708, a2 = 0.7854. However, the local extensibility 
differs in these two cases, so that the distribution of actuator 
extensions in a real robot will depend on the choice of v(s) .  
The hash marks in Fig. 7 are spaced at equal intervals of s, 
illustrating the differences in local extensibility. 
The modal method can be similarly used to formulate spatial 
hyper-redundant manipulator kinematic algorithms. Consider 
positioning the tip of a nonextensible backbone curve in R3 .  
Let the K ( s ,  t ) ,  T ( s ,  t )  shape functions assume the form: 
K ( s ,  t )  = a l ( t )  sin(27rs) - u2(t) c o s ( 2 ~ s ) ;  
T ( s ,  t )  = a3(t) sin(27rs) - a4(t)  cos(27rs). (21) 
The forward kinematic equations corresponding to these 
modes are (dropping the dependence on t): 
J O  
+ -[Jcul  - u3)2 + (a2 - u4)] sin(u2 - a41 
JO 
2 
z, = - [ J ( a l +  u3)2 + (uZ + u4)] sin(u2 + u4) 2 
JO 
2 
YYee = -[\/(a1 + a3)2 + (U2 + 4 1  cos(a2 + a4) 
JO 
2 + -[& - a3)2 + ( U 2  - a4)]cos(a2 - u4) 
zeYe = ~ 0 [ & 5 4  sin a4 (22) 
There is no closed-form inverse kinematic solution for 
these modes. However, Section IV-C introduces a numerical 
technique for solving this problem. Fig. 8(a) shows a solution 
obtained using this method for the case (zee,yee,ze,) = 
(0.5,0.3,0.5). The modal participation factors are a1 = 
0.5812, u2 = 0.83501, a3 = 0.3718, a4 = 0.6063. Note that 
four modes are defined for a task with only three constraints. 
The extra mode can be used to modify the intemal geometry 
of the backbone curve for fixed end-effector location. This 
phenomena might be called a “modal self-motion,” Fig. 8(b), 
(c), and (d) illustrates some of the different possible solutions. 
-0.1 I 
(b) 
Fig. 7. An example of Planar bending and extension modes. 
The kinematic control of orientation can be easily handled 
in this framework. Note that Q( 1, t )  is the orientation of the 
backbone curve tip. Let Qee( t )  denote the desired tip orienta- 
tion matrix, with elements { q e e , i j } .  If Q ( s ,  t )  is parametrized 
using (12) and ( 1  l) ,  then it can be shown that: 
T(1, t )  = sin-l(qee,32(t)); 
qee,12 ( t )  Qee,22 ( t )  
cos T (  1, t )  ’ cos T (  1, t )  K (  1, t )  = atan2 
Thus, control of the tip orientation only requires that 
K(1, t ) ,  T(1, t ) ,  and R(1, t )  assume specified values. 
B.  Non-Smooth and Discontinuous Modes 
Note that the shape functions need not be smooth. For 
example, consider again a planar nonextensible backbone 
curve with: 
qs, t )  = U l ( t ) H ( S  - L,) + a 2 ( t ) H ( s  - L2) +n3( t )H(s  - L3) 
(24) 
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Fig. 8. Example of a spatial modal solution. 
where 0 < L1 < LZ < L3 < 1 are constants and H ( . )  
is the Heaviside unit step function. The equivalent curvature 
description is K ( S ,  t )  = a~6(s-Ll)+a~6(s-L~)+u~6(s-L,); 
i.e., three delta functions located at s = L l , s  = Lz, and 
s = L3. Substituting these modes into the forward kinematics 
equations, one finds that: 
x,, = ( L z  - L1) sin a1 + (L3 - L2) sin(a1 + u2) 
+ (1 - L3) sin(a1 + az + a3)  
Yee = L1 + ( L z  - L1) COS a1 + (L3 - L2) cos(a1 + U Z )  
+ (1 - L3) cos(a1 + a2 + a3) 
This is exactly the forward kinematics of a 3 link rigid link 
robot with link lengths L2 - L1, L3 -La, and 1 - L3. In other 
words, by proper choice of non-smooth and discontinuous 
shape functions, one can “mimic” traditional rigid link robot 
kinematics using these continuous curve models. See [6] for 
additional examples of this phenomena, including examples of 
how this method can represent prismatic joints. 
C. Numerical Solutions to the Modal 
Inverse Kinematics Problem 
This method does not require closed-form forward and in- 
verse kinematic solutions. Many nonlinear numerical equation- 
solving techniques can be employed to find inverse modal 
solutions. Practically, lookup tables (or neural networks) can 
store the mapping between participation factors and end- 
effector coordinates for a given set of manipulator modes. 
Interpolation (or neural network generalization) can be used 
to interpolate the data. Thus the speed associated with closed 
form inverse kinematic solutions can be attained for a wide 
variety of modes. 
Alternatively, an approach analogous to the popular “re- 
solved rate” method can be used. This scheme is based on the 
time derivative of the forward kinematic map of a backbone 
curve restricted to modal form: 
(25) 
- a: = 7 ( a ) i  
where I@) is the modal Jacobian matrix. The components of 
this matrix are: ‘& = dz i /dak .  If a closed form forward kine- 
matic solution exists [such as the example in (22)], then the 
components of 7 can be simply computed. If only a numerical 
forward kinematic solution exists, the modal Jacobian matrix 
elements can be computed numerically by using Liebniz’s rule. 
For example, the modal Jacobian elements for an inextensible 
planar backbone curve having modal shape function O(s, t )  = 
E? aj ( t ) + j  (s) can be numerically computed as: 
= - 1’ +j(a)  sin(d(a))da. (26) 
(25)  can be used in two ways. First, it can be used to determine 
the value of si that solves an inverse kinematic problem for 
fixed t. Let & ( t o )  be an initial estimate of si at time t o .  (25)  
can be iterated in a differential form: 
&+i ( t o )  = & ( t o )  S a l - ’  ( & ( t o ) )  [CD( t o )  -Z(&(to) )]  (27)  
at fixed t o .  & is the estimated value of Z at the Icth iteration of 
(27).  %(&(to) )  is the backbone curve tip location computed 
using the estimated si, while %,(to) is the desired tip location. 
a > 0 is a constant that controls the convergence rate of (27).  
For “small” Q and “small” [ l iED(to)  - iE(&(to))l l ,  (27) will 
converge to the proper modal participation factor. In fact, for 
small l I Z ~ ( t 0 )  - iE(&(to))Il ,  the choice cr = 1 works well. 
Should I ( % ~ ( t o )  -% ( i ~ ( t o ) ) l l  not be small, then a homotopy 
continuation technique can be used. 
For example, consider the two mode example of (2). As- 
sume a desired end-effector position of 50 = (0.2,0.5). 
Set the initial values of the modal participation factors to 
a1 = 1,az = 1. Iteration of (27) with Q = 1 converges to the 
proper modal participation factors, a1 = 1.4011, a2 = 0.38, in 
5 iterations (with end-effector error of less than 0.0001%). 
If ED is a function of time, then (25) can also be used for 
trajectory planning in a fashion analogous to the resolved rate 
method. Assuming that the Z ( t o )  is known at the beginning 
of the trajectory, then (25)  can be numerically inverted and 
integrated along the path to find E ( t ) .  This is illustrated in 
Fig. 9 where the backbone curve tip follows a straight line, 
while the modes of (14) are employed. 
D. Piecewise Continuous Modal Solutions 
For some tasks, such as obstacle avoidance [ 2 ] ,  it is con- 
venient to define the backbone curve shape functions as 
the piecewise continuous sum of local shape functions. For 
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Fig. 10. Loci of modal singularities. 
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Fig. 9. Modal solutions for straight line trajectory. 
example, in the planar nonextensible case, the shape function 
O ( s , t )  can assume the form: 
NS,, 
t )  = Oi(S, t )W(s ,  %-l(t), S i ( t ) ) .  (28) 
i=l 
where is the number of local backbone curve seg- 
ments. In other words, one can define a ‘‘local’’ shape func- 
tion, O;(s, t ) ,  which acts over the backbone curve segment 
si-l( t)  5 s 5 s i ( t ) ,  where SO = 0 and SN,,, = 1, 
and the segment endpoints may vary with time. The entire 
backbone curve shape function is a concatenation of the local 
shape functions. In this way, local constraints can be more 
naturally satisfied. Modal inverse kinematic techniques can 
then be defined for each segment. More detailed application 
of this approach to obstacle avoidance and hyper-redundant 
locomotion can be found in [ 2 ] ,  [ 3 ] .  
V. MODAL SINGULARITIES, DEGENERATE 
MODES, AND MODE SWITCHING 
Algorithmic singularities will be introduced with any choice 
of a redundancy resolution scheme. Modal hyper-redundancy 
resolution has associated modal singularities. In a kinematic 
singularity, instantaneous joint motions can not produce end- 
effector motion in one or more directions. For modal singulari- 
ties, the loss of end-effector freedom is measured with respect 
to instantaneous changes in modal participation factors. To 
illustrate the modal singularities, note that the modal Jacobian 
of the two-mode example (14) loses rank when: 
(29) will be satisfied when: a1 = 0; &[(a: + = 0; 
or J1[(a: + = 0. The case of a1 = 0 corresponds 
to a workspace boundary imposed by these modes. The other 
conditions occur when ( a t  + a;)’/’ is a zero of JO or J1. 
Since the inverse kinematics solution uses a restricted Bessel 
function, this occurs when (a: + a;)’/’ = p1, where pl N 
2.405 is the first zero of Jo. Fig. 10 shows the loci of backbone 
curve tip positions associated with these modal singularities. 
It should also be understood that the set of mode functions 
can not be chosen arbitrarily. First, the modes must be linearly 
independent on the interval s E [0,1]. However, independency 
is not a sufficient criteria for the selection of “good” modal 
sets. Additional care must be exercised to avoid choosing 
degenerate modes. 
Definition: A set of modes is degenerate if the modal 
Jacobian loses rank for all values of modal participation 
factors. 
Here we illustrate this idea with a class of modes that are 
linearly independent, but are in fact degenerate. Consider an 
inextensible planar backbone curve where the shape function, 
O(s, t ) ,  assumes a modal form. Let the set of mode functions, 
{4i}, be antisymmetric, or odd, about the point s = 1/2. 
For example, $1(s) = sin(2rs) and 4 2 ( s )  = sin(4rs) are 
linearly independent and odd on s E [0,1]. Oddness implies 
that 4i(s) = -4i( l  - s), which further implies that O ( s , t )  = 
-O(l - s, t). The x1-coordinate of the tip position is: 
x l (1 , t )  = sin O(s,t)ds I’ 
= 11’2 sin O(s, t ) d s  + li2 sin e(s, t )ds  
= 1 ’ ” s i n  O(s, t ) ds  - sin O(a, t)da = 0. (30) 
where the change of variables ~7 = 1 - s was introduced into 
the integral over the interval s E [1/2,1]. In other words, with 
this set of modes, the manipulator end-effector is constrained 
to move along the z2-axis, even if the modes are linearly 
independent. 
r 
A .  Switching Between Sets of Modes 
Constraining the backbone curve’s shape functions to a 
modal form may restrict the manipulator to operate in a 
workspace that is smaller than its physical capabilities. How- 
ever, the physical workspace may be “covered’ by different 
overlapping regions corresponding to each set of modes, as 
shown schematically in Fig. I I .  In operation, the manipulator 
can switch from one mode set to the other. In addition, mode 
switching may also be desirable as the nature of the task 
changes and different mode functions are required. 
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Fig. 11.  Multiple mode covering of the workspace. 
Assume that we wish to switch from an initial set of modes 
and participation factors { 4:, E’} to the set { $ f ,  Z F } .  Let f ( t )  
be an increasing function such that f(0) = 0 and f(1) = 1 
where t = 0 and t = 1 represent the beginning and end of the 
switching process. The switching process can be performed 
by letting each &(s, t )  assume the following form during the 
switching phase: 
The end-effector will not remain stationary during this mode 
switching. If desired, end-effector stationarity can be enforced 
as follows. Let & ( s )  be constructed from the sum of both sets 
of modes, ~ I ( s )  and $ F ( s ) .  Thus, the time derivative of the 
forward kinematic map for a stationary end-effector is: 
where ‘ T I  and I F  are the modal Jacobians with respect to 
?i’ and 8. At t = 0, let Z’(0) assume the values that 
place the end-effector at the desired stationary position. Define 
?i’(t) = a’(O)(l - f ( t ) ) ,  where f ( t )  is an increasing function 
as above. At t = 0 let E F ( 0 )  = 0. (32) can be solved for 
I F  a ( t ) ,  which can be numerically integrated to find E F ( t ) .  In 
this way, the manipulator smoothly changes from the initial 
to final modes, while the end-effector remains stationary. If 
‘TF loses rank, the switching can be computed backwards in 
time by defining Z F  as a decreasing function, and solving for 
a’( t ) .  If both Jacobians are singular, the constraint of constant 
end-effector position during mode switching must be relaxed, 
or additional temporary modes must be introduced during the 
switching process. 
VI. FITTING ALGORITHMS FOR DISCRETE MORPHOLOGIES 
A backbone shape that satisfies task constraints may be 
derived from the modal method described above, an optimal 
approach [4], or other conceivable methods. In any case, a con- 
tinuous backbone inverse kinematic solution will ultimately be 
used in practice to determine the robot actuator displacements 
that implement the desired motion. The continuous backbone 
curve solution can be used to directly specify the local 
deformation of a continuous morphology robot. This section 
considers “fitting” algorithms that adapt continuous curve 
solutions to discrete hyper-redundant robot morphologies. The 
actuator displacements are computed so that end-effector of 
the discrete manipulator geometry exactly matches the tip 
frame of the backbone curve, while the rest of the mechanism 
adheres “as closely as possible” to the continuous backbone 
curve shape. Different mechanical morphologies will require 
different fitting algorithms. We consider two discrete mor- 
phology classes to demonstrate different fitting styles. Fitting 
algorithms for other morphologies can be developed in an 
analogous fashion, and more examples can be found in [6] .  
A. Modular and VGT Morphologies 
This section considers a fitting algorithm for manipulators 
with a “modular” structure, such as VGT robots. Assume 
that each module has the same or greater number of degrees 
of freedom as the ambient space (e.g., 3 for planar or 6 
for spatial). Consider the ith module in a manipulator chain 
consisting of n modules. Attach a frame, { F i - l } ,  to the 
“input”, or base, of the ith module, and a frame, {Pi},  to the 
“output,” or top, of the module. For the modular manipulator 
configuration to closely conform to the continuous curve 
geometry, the frames (Pi-1) and {Fi}  are chosen to coincide 
with the backbone curve reference frames at “fitting” points 
si-1 and s i , i  = 1, . . .  ,n. The spacing of points { s i }  is 
chosen uniformly: s i  = i / n  (note that [4] develops a method 
to optimally choose the fitting point spacing). 
Let 7r:-1 denote the displacement and [A]:- ,  the orientation 
of {F,} with respect to {Fi- l} .  It is assumed that the module 
inverse kinematics, which relates {Fi}  to { F i - l } ,  can be 
solved (an example is given below). 3-1 and [Alf-, serve as 
the input to the inverse kinematic algorithm of each module. 
The discrete manipulator configuration will conform to the 
continuous backbone curve i f  
[A]:- 1 = QT(si-  I Q ( s ~ )  
Ff-1 = Q T ( s i - l ) ( T ( s i )  - Z ( S ~ - 1 ) )  (33) 
In this way, the frames fixed in the discrete manipulator, 
{ F j } ,  coincide exactly with the backbone curve reference 
frames at points { s i } .  Once the backbone curve inverse 
kinematic solution has been computed, each [A] : - ,  and 
can be computed in parallel. Similarly, the module inverse 
kinematics can also be computed in parallel. Assuming a 
parallel computation structure of one processor per module, 
this method will require roughly the same computation time 
for manipulators with an arbitrary number of DOF. 
Let us consider a planar VGT manipulator composed of 
modules having the geometry seen in Fig. 12 (this is the same 
geometry as the robot in Fig. 1). The module geometry is 
varied by adjusting the lengths of the module’s three prismatic 
actuators. Let vectors Cb,q,  and 2 be collinear with the axes 
of their respective prismatic actuators in the ith module (Fig. 
12). These vectors are determined from the backbone curve 
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Fig. 12. One section of a planar VGT manipulator. 
as follows: 
-2 - -a  - 
-2 --2 
v3 - ~ , - 1  - ni + [A];-lEf 
c - ~ , - 1  - E; + [ A ] : - l E i  
3 = 0,1 
(34) 
where 51; = [-wo/2,0IT and E; = [wo/2,0]’ where WO is 
the module width (Fig. 12). In the planar case: 
I ( s )  sin[O(s) - d(s2 - l ) ]ds  
l ( s )  cos[O(s) - 0(S2- l ) ]dS  
F:-1 = 
The module inverse kinematic solution is simply the lengths 
of these vectors, which correspond to the prismatic actuator 
displacements: 
XZ, = 11FZ,l[; XZ, = llUi11; X i  = IJEiII (36) 
Fig. 13(a) shows a sequence of backbone curve configurations 
during an obstacle avoidance maneuver (the shape functions 
used for this example can be found in [2]). Fig. 13(b) illustrates 
a variable geometry truss “fitted” to some of the continuous 
backbone curves configurations using (34), (35),  and (36). 
The spatial VGT manipulator shown in Fig. 5 consists of 
a concatenation of Stewart platforms, and is highly analogous 
to the planar VGT of Fig. 13. An analogous procedure, which 
can be found in [6], was used to generate the configurations 
in Fig. 5 from a continuous backbone curve model. 
B .  Planar Revolute-Jointed Morphology 
Consider the planar n-link manipulator shown in Fig. 2(a) 
with n large, but finite. The extensibility of the modules in 
Section VI-A allowed an exact fit between a finite number 
of points on the discrete manipulator and the continuous 
backbone curve. Because of the serial link mechanism’s in- 
extensibility, it can not be exactly matched to a specified set 
of backbone curve points. Instead, the mechanism is fitted to 
the backbone curve using a constrained least squares approach. 
Assume that the link lengths are uniform, with value l/n. 
The first joint is located at (z, y) = (0,0), where for con- 
venience we use the notation (z,y) instead of ( ~ 1 ~ x 2 )  to 
(C) 
Fig. 13. 
backbone curve solution. 
Fitting of planar VGT and revolute jointed manipulator to a 
coordinatize the 2-dimensional plane. The forward kinematics 
of the manipulator is simply: 
l N  l N  
z , ,=-Csinq: ;  y e r = - C c o s ~ : ;  f l e , = q ;  
z = 1  
n 
z = 1  
n 
(37) 
where z, , yeer and d e ,  are the position and orientation of the 
end-effector. q: is the absolute angle of the ith link (which 
connects joints i and i + 1) with respect to the y-axis. The 
ith joint angle, q2,  is the difference between adjacent absolute 
angles: q2 = q2* - q:-l. 
The backbone curve associated to this manipulator is as- 
sumed to be inextensible. Further assume that a continuous 
backbone curve inverse kinematic solution, e( s ) ,  has been 
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computed at fixed t .  A “fitting error function” is defined as 
follows: 
n 
1 
2 G = - c ( c x ( s t )  - d  2,)’ + (“y(s,) -d  y,)’ (38) z=1 
where ‘~ (s , )  and ‘y(s,) are respectively the x and y-position 
of the continuous backbone curve solution at points s,  = i / n  
for z = 1, . . . , n. ‘ x ,  and ’y, are respectively the .c and y- 
location of points on the discrete manipulator that are to be 
closely matched to points ‘ x ,  and cy/z. Physically, G is the 
sum of the squared error between the continuous backbone 
curve fitting points and the associated points on the discrete 
manipulator. Here we choose ( d ~ , , d g z )  to be the location of 
joint (i + l ) ,  or the end-effector, if z = n: 
Fitting then reduces to the minimization of (38) with respect to 
the { 9:). This minimization must additionally be constrained 
so that the discrete and continuous end-effectors coincide 
exactly. Let the end-effector constraints be denoted: 91 = 
While any constrained numerical optimization technique can 
be employed, an efficient linearized optimization scheme can 
be realized as follows. First, we estimate 41. Assuming large 
n, the j th  absolute link angle might be approximated by the 
angle of the tangent to the backbone curve at s3 : 4; = O(s,). 
Or, one might choose slightly more complicated (and accurate) 
estimates, such as cos Q; = [c(s l - l )  - ‘.C(s,)] . [‘T(S,+I) - 
%(st )] .  However, we know that this approximation will be in 
error, and so we introduce n free “fitting” parameters, t3: 
‘-C1(l)-ddZn=0;g2= ‘yl(l)-dyn=0;g3=&..-q; = o .  
where e j  is the error in the j th  joint angle between the best fit 
and the approximate fit. Since the estimate is assumed to be 
good, and thus the { Ic,I} are small, we can linearize the fitting 
error and the end-effector position constraint equations with 
respect to the {e,}. Substituting (40) into (38) and linearizing 
about small {t1} results in: 
The linearized end-effector position constraints are: 
3=1 
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A necessary condition for the constrained minima of (41) is: 
3 
VeG = X;V,gi. (43) 
i=l 
(43) and the constraint equations (42) provide n + 3 linear 
equations in the n variable {ej} and three Lagrange multipliers 
{X i } .  These can be solved for the values of { ~j 1 that minimize 
G. If the calculated { E;} are “small,” the linearization assump- 
tions are valid. If the {E;} are not sufficiently small, the above 
procedure can be iterated a few times, or a more complicated 
minimization procedure must be implemented. This will only 
arise when the backbone curvature is very large. Fig. 13 shows 
an example in which a 10 link revolute-jointed robot is fitted 
to the example of Fig. 13(a). 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper developed a novel approach to hyper-redundant 
manipulator kinematics. In this approach, hyper-redundant 
robots are abstractly represented by backbone curves that 
either exactly or closely capture the important macroscopic 
geometric features of the robot. Hyper-redundancy resolution 
reduces to determining the proper time varying behavior of 
the backbone curve. Novel alternatives to the classical Frenet- 
Serret parametrization were introduced to parametrize the 
backbone curve. These parametrization techniques are general, 
physically motivated, and are useful regardless of the particular 
hyper-redundancy resolution method that is used. 
The continuous backbone curve shape can be used directly 
to specify the local bending and twisting of a continuous 
morphology manipulator. For discretely segmented or modular 
hyper-redundant morphologies, we introduced “fitting” proce- 
dures to determine discrete actuator displacements from the 
continuous solutions. Thus, the continuous kinematic analysis 
is applicable to all hyper-redundant manipulator morphologies, 
with an additional step required to specialize the computations 
for a particular mechanical structure. 
A hyper-redundant robot user must select some criteria 
for hyper-redundancy resolution. This paper focused on a 
modal hyper-redundancy resolution scheme that constrained 
the backbone curve shape functions to a modal form. This 
approach can lead to highly efficient inverse kinematic solu- 
tions. Additionally, when the number of modes is equal to 
the number of task constraints, the modal method is cyclic 
in workspace regions free of modal singularities Further, as 
shown in [2], [3], the modal method is well suited to many 
hyper-redundant robot operations, such as locomotion or obsta- 
cle avoidance. References [2] and [3] also show how physical 
task characteristics can be used to select mode shapes. This 
paper focused on the basic backbone modeling technique, and 
some of details, such as singularities and degenerate modes, of 
the modal inverse kinematic approach. The modal approach is 
only one method for finding backbone curve shapes that satisfy 
task constraints. In [4] we considered techniques to find the 
optimal backbone curve shape. The techniques are much less 
computationally tractable, and thus the modal approach has 
many advantages for practical applications. 
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Hyper-redundant robots have failed to achieve widespread 
applicability, due in part to the inefficiency and ineffectiveness 
Of previous 
developed in this paper are a steD toward efficient kinematic 
[I71 V. V. Anderson and R. C. Hom, “Tensor-arm Manipulator design,” 
ASME Trans., vol. 67-DE-57, pp. 1-12, 1967. 
[I81 J. F. Wilson and U. Mahajan, “The mechanics and positioning of highly 
flexible manipulator limbs,” ASME J. of Mech., Trans., Automat. Design, 
vol. 111, June 1989. 
techniques. The 
_ _  
control of hyper-redundant robots. we  have implemented these 
algorithms on the 30 DOF robot shown in Fig. 1, where only 
a single Motorola 68030 processor is required to both servo 
all 30 and compute the modal inverse kinematic 
solution. References [ 5 ]  and 171 should be consulted for details 
[I91 R. J. S a ~ t “ ,  c. F. Reinholtz. and H. H. Robertshaw, “Shape control of 
high degree-of-freedom variable geometry trusses,” in P roc. Workshop 
on Computational Aspects in the Control of Flexible Systems, Part 2, 
Williamsburg, VA, July 12-14, 1988. 
1201 s. Tavakkoli and s. G .  Dhande, “Shape synthesis and optimization using 
intrinsic geometry,” in P roc. ASME Design Conference, Chicago, IL, 
Seut. 16-19. 1990. 
of this implementation and experimental results obtained with 
this system. 
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